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ROUTING METHOD FOR FLIP CHIP PACKAGE

AND APPARATUS USING THE SAME

Technical field

The present invention pertains to a routing method and device, particularly to a routing

method and device for a flip-chip package.

Background

In company with the development of fabrication technology, the current integrated

circuits have higher complexity and smaller size compared to the conventional integrated

circuits. Therefore, a flip-chip package technology with relatively high integration density and

relatively more input/output pins has been developed. The flip-chip package is a technology that

can connect semiconductor elements to external circuits. The aforementioned external circuits

may include package carriers or printed circuit boards. Compared to the other packaging

technologies, the merits of the flip-chip package technology include more area for input/output

connections, reaching relatively high transmission rates with relatively little interference, and

preventing interference from the external environmental factors.

The flip-chip package technology uses solder bumps deposited on the chip pads to

establish connections to the external circuits. The aforementioned solder bumps are bump pads

deposited on the top layer of the wafer in the final wafer fabrication stage. In order to mount the

aforementioned chip on an external circuit, the chip is set upside down with its top layer facing

down so that the bump pads are aligned with the pads of the external circuit. Figure 1 shows a

flip-chip package. As shown in Figure 1, a chip 100 is mounted upside down on a package

carrier 200. The top layer of said chip 100 has several bump pads 102, which are connected to

said package carrier 200 via several solder bumps 104. Said chip 100 also has several wire

bonding pads or drier pads 106. Figure 2 shows the cross section of said chip 100. As shown in

Figure 2, in order to lower the circuit design complexity and reduce the design modifications,

said chip 100 has an extra metal layer known as a redistribution layer on the top metal layer of

said chip 100 to connect said driver pads 106 to said bump pads 102.



Compared to pin grid array or ball grid array routing methods, the routing method for a

flip-chip package has more restrictions and must satisfy the design rules of the fabrication

process. The routing method for a flip-chip package can be classified into free assignment

routing and pre-assignment routing. For the flip-chip package that uses free assignment routing,

the corresponding relationships between the driver pads and the bump pads are determined by

the user or the routing tool software. Therefore, the user or routing tool software has a relatively

high degree of freedom for determining the routing paths between the driver pads and the bump

pads. On the other hand, for a flip-chip package using pre-assignment routing, the corresponding

relationships between the driver pads and the bump pads are predetermined. Therefore, the

corresponding relationships cannot be changed when determining the routing. As a result,

routing faces relatively more restrictions because the user or routing tool software can only

perform routing according to the predetermined corresponding relationships.

Generally speaking, the difficulty level of a flip-chip package using pre-assignment

routing is much higher than that of a flip-chip package using free assignment routing. However,

since most of the integrated circuit or package design engineers are used to predetermining the

corresponding relationships between the driver pads and the bump pads and the routing tool

software used in the pre-assignment routing method can also be used to evaluate the

aforementioned corresponding relationship, currently, the pre-assignment routing method is still

used frequently for the flip-chip package technology in the industrial field.

Currently, there is an integer linear programming algorithm that can be used to calculate

the routing paths of a flip-chip package using the pre-assignment routing method. The integer

linear programming algorithm includes two stages: in the first stage, the routing path for the

connection between each driver pad and its corresponding bump pad is generally determined; in

the second stage, details are provided to complete the aforementioned routing paths. However,

one of the disadvantages of the integer linear programming algorithm is that it needs a lot of time

for the computation. Therefore, the integer linear programming algorithm is unsuitable for the

semiconductor field that focuses on efficiency and development costs.

Therefore, the semiconductor field needs a routing method and device for a flip-chip

package that can not only efficiently determine the routing path for connection between each

driver pad and its corresponding bump pad in the flip-chip package technology, but also reduce

the routing length needed.



Summary

The routing method and device for a flip-chip package disclosed in the present invention

set several sequences based on the arrangement orders of several pads on a chip and use an

algorithm to calculate the longest common subsequence to establish the connection relationships

of the aforementioned several pads. The routing method and device for flip-chip package also set

several pad arrays based on the arrangement order of several pads on a chip and use an algorithm

to obtain the minimum detour connection between the various pad arrays.

The present invention provides a routing method for a flip-chip package. The

aforementioned flip chip includes several outer pads and several inner pads. The aforementioned

routing method includes the following steps: setting an outer sequence based on the arrangement

order of the aforementioned outer pads; setting several inner sequences based on the connection

relationships between aforementioned inner pads and the aforementioned outer pads; calculating

the longest common subsequence of each inner sequence and the aforementioned outer sequence,

defining the connection relationships between the aforementioned inner pads and the

aforementioned outer pads corresponding to the longest common subsequence as direct

connections, and defining the connection relationships between the aforementioned inner pads

and the aforementioned outer pads that do not correspond to the aforementioned longest common

subsequence as detour connections; establishing the routing scheme of the aforementioned flip

chip based on the connection relationships between the aforementioned inner pads and the

aforementioned outer pads.

The present invention pertains to a routing method and device thereof for a flip-chip

package. The aforementioned flip chip includes several outer pads and several inner pads. The

aforementioned routing method includes the following steps: setting several pad arrays based on

the arrangement orders of the aforementioned outer pads and inner pads; establishing the routing

path sequentially from the innermost pad array toward the outer pad arrays and selecting a

routing path that can provide the most direct connections between each pad array and the pad

array on top of it.

The present invention provides a device used for establishing a routing method for a flip

chip. The aforementioned flip chip includes several outer pads and several inner pads. The

aforementioned device includes an order arranging unit, a calculation unit, and a routing unit.

The order arranging unit arranges the aforementioned outer pads into an outer sequence and the



aforementioned inner pads into several inner sequences. The calculation unit calculates the

longest common subsequence of the aforementioned outer sequence and inner sequences based

on the order arrangement results of the aforementioned order arranging unit. The routing unit

establishes the routing scheme of the aforementioned outer pads and inner pads based on the

calculation results of the aforementioned calculation unit.

The present invention also provides a device used for establishing the routing method of a

flip-chip package. The aforementioned flip chip includes several outer pads and several inner

pads. The aforementioned device includes an order arranging unit and a routing unit. The

aforementioned order arranging unit arranges the aforementioned outer pads and inner pads into

several pad arrays. The aforementioned routing unit establishes the routing paths of the

aforementioned outer pads and inner pads sequentially from the innermost pad array toward the

outer pad arrays based on the order arrangement result of the aforementioned order arranging

unit so that the detour connection needed for the routing paths between each pad array and the

pad array one layer above is minimized.

Since the algorithm used in the routing method and device for a flip-chip package

disclosed in the present invention only needs a short period of time for the computation, the

routing method for a flip-chip package provided by the present invention can significantly

shorten the computation time needed.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a diagram illustrating a flip-chip package.

Figure 2 is the cross-sectional view of a flip-chip package.

Figure 3 shows the connection relationships between several driver pads and bump pads

of a flip chip.

Figure 4 shows the routing paths between several driver pads and bump pads of a flip

chip.

Figure 5 shows the flow chart of the routing method disclosed in an application example

of the present invention when it is applied to a flip chip.

Figure 6 shows the connection relationships between several driver pads and bump pads

of a flip chip in an application example of the present invention.

Figure 7 shows the cutting line in an application example of the present invention.

Figure 8 shows the virtual pads in an application example of the present invention.



Figures 9A-9C show the virtual pads in another application example of the present

invention.

Figure 0 shows the connection relationships between the inner pads of the first layer and

the pads represented by an outer sequence in an application example of the present invention.

Figure 11 shows the connection relationships between the inner pads of the second layer

and the pads represented by an outer sequence in an application example of the present

invention.

Figure 1 shows the connection relationships between an inner pad and the pads

represented by an outer sequence in another application example of the present invention.

Figure 3 shows the calculation result of the longest common subsequence according to

an application example of the present invention.

Figure 14 shows the routing results established based on a calculation result of the

longest common subsequence in an application example of the present invention.

Figure 15 shows the routing results established based on another calculation result of the

longest common subsequence in an application example of the present invention.

Figure 16 shows the device used for establishing the routing method for a flip-chip

package in an application example of the present invention.

Figure 17 is a diagram illustrating the situation when the virtual pads in the current inner

pad array are established in the inner pad array on the current pad array in an application

example of the present invention.

Figure 18 is a diagram illustrating the situation when the virtual pads of the pads that are

detour connected in an upper inner pad array are established in the aforementioned upper inner

pad array in an application example of the present invention.

Figure 19 shows the virtual ring in an application example of the present invention.

Figure 20 shows the calculation results of the algorithm of maximum planar subset of

chords in an application example of the present invention.

Figure 2 1 shows the routing results established based on an application example of the

present invention.

Figure 22 is a diagram illustrating the device used for establishing the routing method of

a flip-chip package in an application example of the present invention.

Figure 23 shows the routing paths based on Figure 21.



Detailed Description

The routing method and device for a flip-chip package disclosed in the present invention

set the arrangement order of several outer pads of a chip into an outer sequence and set the

arrangement orders of the several inner pads of the chip into several inner sequences. Then, the

longest common subsequence algorithm is used to calculate the longest common subsequence

between each inner sequence and the outer sequence in order to define the connection

relationship between each outer pad and its corresponding inner pad based on the

aforementioned longest common subsequence. Since the longest common subsequence can be

calculated by the dynamic programming method within polynomial time, the routing method for

a flip-chip package disclosed in the present invention can significantly shorten the computation

time.

Figure 3 shows the connection relationships between several driver pads and bump pads

of a flip chip. As shown in Figure 3, said flip chip 300 has 16 driver pads and 16 bump pads. The

driver pads are represented by squares, while the bump pads are represented by octagons. Among

the aforementioned connection relationships, except for the two driver pads and two bump pads

encircled by the broken line in the lower right corner, the connection relationships between the

rest of the driver pads and bump pads have no crossed routing. Since the routing of most of the

flip chips is completed in the same metal layer, that is, the redistribution layer, crossed routing is

not allowed to occur. In other words, the routing of the two driver pads and the two bump pads

encircled by the broken line in the lower right corner must be completed by means of detour

connections. Figure 4 shows the routing paths between several driver pads and bump pads of said

flip chip 300. As shown in Figure 4, one of the two driver pads and the two bump pads encircled

by the broken line in the lower right corner is routed by means of a direct connection, while the

other is routed by means of a detour connection.

For the connection relationships of the flip chip shown in Figure 3, it can be visually

determined which connection relationships can be routed by means of direct connections and

which connection relationships can be routed by means of detour connections. However, the flip-

chip package that is currently used in the industrial field includes so many driver pads and bump

pads that it is impossible to determine the connection relationships between the driver pads and

bump pads with just the naked eye. Therefore, the routing method and device for a flip-chip



package disclosed in the present invention use the longest common subsequence algorithm to

calculate the minimum detour connection relationships needed in order to reduce the routing

length needed.

Figure 5 shows the flow chart of the routing method disclosed in an application example

of the present invention when it is applied to a flip chip. In step SI, an initial setting is set based

on the several inner pads and outer pads in the flip chip for which the routing paths are to

determined, followed by going to step S2. In step S2, an outer sequence (a sequence is also

referred to as an array) and several inner sequences are set based on the aforementioned inner

pads and outer pads, and the innermost sequence is set as the current inner sequence, followed by

going to step S3. In step S3, the weight and routing cost of each unit in the current inner

sequence are calculated, and the longest common subsequence between the current inner

sequence and the outer sequence is calculated based on the aforementioned calculation results,

followed by going to step S4. The weight corresponds to the number of the detour connections of

the connection relationship corresponding to each unit. Therefore, a unit with a higher weight

will be given a direct connection relationship of higher priority. The routing cost refers to the

extra detour length needed for the other connection relationships that adopt detour connection

relationships, if the connection relationship corresponding to a unit is a direct connection

relationship. Therefore, a unit with a lower routing cost will be given a direct connection

relationship of higher priority. In step S4, the routing paths from the inner pads corresponding to

the current inner sequence to the inner pads one layer up are established based on the calculation

results, followed by going to step S5. In step S5, it is determined whether the longest common

subsequences of all of the inner sequences and the outer sequence have been calculated. If the

answer is yes, the process goes to step S6. Otherwise, the step returns to step S3. In step S6, the

routing paths of the aforementioned inner pads and outer pads are established.

In another embodiment, steps S3 through S5 can alternatively be as follows. In step S3,

the virtual pads of the current inner pad array are established in the inner pad array on the current

inner pad array, and the virtual pads of the pads that are detour connected in the aforementioned

upper inner pad array are established in the aforementioned upper inner pad array. A virtual ring

is established based on the current inner pad array and the inner pad array on the current inner

pad array, followed by going to step S4. In step S4, the chords on the aforementioned virtual ring

are established based on the algorithm of maximum planar subset of chords and the connection



relationships of the pads on the virtual ring in order to define the connection relationships

corresponding to the aforementioned chords as direct connections and to define the connection

relationships not corresponding to the aforementioned chords as detour connections. The

aforementioned upper inner pad array is then set as the current inner pad array, followed by

going to step S5. In step S5, it is determined whether the connection relationships of all the inner

pad arrays have been defined. If the answer is yes, the process goes to step S6. Otherwise, the

process returns to step S3. In step S6, the routing paths of the aforementioned inner pads and

outer pads are established.

As shown in Figure 3 again and according to the method shown in Figure 5, in step SI,

flip chip 300 is set initially. As shown in Figure 6, the 16 driver pads of said flip chip 300 are

defined as the outer pads, while the 16 bump pads are defined as the inner pads. The

aforementioned outer pads can be divided into a first outer pad ring and a second outer pad ring.

The first outer pad ring includes driver pads D2, D3, D6, D7, D10, D l 1, D14, and D15, while the

second outer pad ring includes driver pads Dl, D4, D5, D8, D9, D12, D13, and D16. The

aforementioned inner pads can also be divided into a first inner pad ring and a second inner pad

ring. The first inner pad ring includes bump pads B1-B12, while the second inner pad ring

includes bump pads B 13-B 16.

In step S2, an outer sequence and several inner sequences are set based on the

aforementioned inner pad rings and outer pad rings. First, as shown in Figure 7, the

aforementioned outer pad rings and inner pad rings are cut open by a cutting line and are

expanded into several sequences. The aforementioned cutting line cannot cut the connection

relationships between the aforementioned outer pads and inner pads. If there is no such cutting

line, the head/tail units of the outer sequence can be duplicated to the head/tail parts of the outer

sequence. For example, an outer sequence (1, 4, 1, 2, 5, 2, 3, 6, 3) can be duplicated into (3, 6, 3,

1, 4, 1, 2, 5, 2, 3, 6, 3, 1, 4, 1).

The routing method used for a flip-chip package disclosed in this application example

changes the order of the inner pads in the aforementioned inner sequences to match the order of

the outer sequence as much as possible in order to reduce the number of detour connections.

Therefore, the routing method for a flip-chip package disclosed in this application example uses

virtual pads to represent the possible arrangement order of the aforementioned outer pads. As

shown in Figure 8, in another application example, a flip chip has a first outer sequence and a



second outer sequence. The first outer sequence includes a total of three outer pads dl-d3, while

the second outer sequence includes a total of three outer pads d4-d6. The aforementioned outer

pad d l is connected to an inner pad. The aforementioned connection can pass on the left or right

side of said outer pad d4. Therefore, the aforementioned first and second outer sequences can be

combined into one outer sequence (1, 4, 1, 2, 5, 2, 3, 6, 3) as shown in Figure 8. Again, as shown

in Figure 3, since the aforementioned sequence in this application example does not have various

different paths, in other words, since all the paths except for the connection relationships shown

in Figure 3 are detour connections, the aforementioned first and second outer sequences can be

combined into one outer sequence (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

In yet another application example of the present invention, a flip chip has a connection

relationship that connects three or more pads. As shown in Figure 9A, a flip chip includes a

connection relationship that connects two outer pads d and d3 with an inner pad b l . In the

aforementioned application example, a duplicated virtual pad bl' is generated beside inner pad

bl. Said inner pad b l is connected to said outer pad dl, and said virtual pad bl' is connected to

said outer pad d3 as shown in Figure 9B. After routing is finished, said inner pad bl and virtual

pad bl' are combined as shown in Figure 9C. Again, as shown in Figure 3, since this application

example does not include any connection relationship that connects more than three pads, there

is no need to generate a virtual pad.

Figure 10 shows the connection relationships between the inner pads of the first layer and

the pads represented by the outer sequence. Based on the aforementioned connection

relationships, the first inner sequence is defined as (7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 15, 1, 2, 4, 6). Figure

11 shows the connection relationships between the inner pads of the second layer and the pads

represented by the outer sequence. Based on the aforementioned connection relationships, the

second inner sequence is defined as (9, 13, 3, 5). Then, the innermost sequence is set as the

current inner sequence. That is, the second inner sequence is set as the current inner sequence.

In step S3, the weight and routing cost of each unit in the current inner sequence are

calculated, and the longest common subsequence of the current inner sequence and the outer

sequence is calculated based on the aforementioned calculation results. The weight of each unit

in the current inner sequence is equal to the number calculated by subtracting the number of

crossed routing paths that each unit has with the other connection relationships from the number

of connections in the current inner sequence. In another application example of the present



invention, a flip chip includes an outer sequence (1, 2, 1, 3, 4, 3) and an inner sequence (3, 2, 1,

4). Figure 1 shows the connection relationships between the pads represented by the

aforementioned outer sequence and inner sequence. As shown in Figure 12, the aforementioned

connection relationship n3 has three crossed routing paths, while connection relationship n2 has

two crossed routing paths and connection relationship n l has two crossed routing paths. Said

connection relationship n4 has one crossed routing path. Therefore, the weights of the inner

sequence (3, 2, 1, 4) are (2, 2, 1, 3).

For the current inner sequence (9, 13, 3, 5) in this application example, as shown in

Figure 11, since none of the connection relationships has a crossed routing path, the weights of

the current inner sequence are (4, 4, 4, 4), and the routing costs of the current inner sequence are

(0, 0, 0, 0). Then, the longest common subsequence of said current inner sequence (9, 13, 3, 5)

and said outer sequence (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) is calculated based on

the aforementioned weights and routing costs. The longest common subsequence can be

calculated using any known algorithm or any other algorithm. Those skilled in this field can

easily obtain the calculation method of the longest common subsequence. In this application

example, the calculation is carried out based on the following pseudo codes.

Input: Sd, Sb, W, C

Output: Sw

for i = 0 to |Sb|

F[i][0] 0 ;

G[i][0] = 0 ;

for i = 1 to |Sd|

F[0][i] = 0 ;

G[0][i] = 0 ;

for i = 0 to |Sb|

for j = 1 to |Sd|

ifSb[i] = Sd[j]

k = F[i - l][j - l ] + W[Sb[i]] ;



l = G[i - l ] D - l ] + C[Sb[i]] ;

else

k = F[i - - ] ;

i = G[i - i ] D - i ] ;

Select the maximum value from F[i - l][j], F[i][j - 1], and k;

If the values of F[i - l][j], F[i][j - 1], and k are equal to each other, make the selection based on

the minimum value of G[i - l][j], G[i][j - 1], and 1;

if selecting F[i - l][j]

F[i][j] = F[i - l][j];

G[i][j] = G[i - i][j];

H[i][j] = 'up';

else if selecting F[i][j - 1]

F[i][j] = F[i][j - 1];

G[i]D] = G[i] D - i];

H[i][j] = 'left';

else

F[i]D] = k

G[i]D] = i;

H[i][j] = 'upper left';

i = |Sb|

J = |Sd|

while i is not equal to 0 and j is not equal to 0

if H[i]Q] = 'up'

i = i - 1

else ifH[i ] ] = 'left'

j = j - ;

else

if s b[i] = sd[j]

insert Sb[i] to Sw;

i = i - l ;



j = j - ;

reverse the order of Sw;

return Sw

Sd is the outer sequence, Sb is the current outer [sic; possibly inner] sequence, W is the

weight, C is the routing cost, and Sw is the longest common subsequence.

Based on the connection relationships shown in Figure 12, the result of calculating the

longest common subsequence of outer sequence (1, 2, 1, 3, 4, 3) and inner sequence (3, 2, 1, 4)

using weights (2, 2, 1, 3) is shown in Figure 13. The longest common subsequence of outer

sequence (1, 2, 1, 3, 4, 3) and inner sequence (3, 2, 1, 4) is derived as (2, 1, 4) by means of

reverse deduction from the table shown in Figure 13.

In this application example, the longest common subsequence of outer sequence (7, 8, 9,

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and current inner sequence (9, 13, 3, 5) can be

calculated as (9, 13, 3, 5). Therefore, the connection relationships between outer pad D5 and

inner pad B13, between outer pad D9 and inner pad B14, between outer pad D13 and inner pad

B15, and between outer pad D3 and inner pad B 16 are defined as direct connections.

In step S4, the routing paths from the inner pads corresponding to the current inner

sequence to the inner pads one layer up are established based on the calculation results. Figure

14 shows the results of establishing the aforementioned routing paths. Connection relationships

n3, n5, n9, and nl3 are all direct connections. Then, the aforementioned inner sequence one layer

up is set as the current inner sequence. That is, the first inner sequence (7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16,

15, 1, 2, 4, 6) is set as the current inner sequence.

In step S5, it is determined whether the longest common subsequences of all the inner

sequences and the outer sequence have been calculated. Since only the longest common

subsequence of the second inner sequence and the outer sequence has been calculated, the

process returns to step S3.

In step S3, the weight and routing cost of each unit in the current inner sequence are

calculated, and the longest common subsequence of the current inner sequence and the outer

sequence is calculated based on the aforementioned calculation results. Figure 10 shows the

connection relationships between the inner pads of the first layer and the pads represented by the

outer sequence. Therefore, the weights of the first inner sequence (7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 15, 1,

2, 4, 6) can be calculated as (12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 11, 11), while the routing



costs are (4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 6). The longest common subsequence of the first inner

sequence (7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 15, 1, 2, 4, 6) and the outer sequence (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,

14, 15, 16, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) can be calculated based on the aforementioned weights and routing

costs as (7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 1, 2, 4, 6).

In step S4, the routing paths from the inner pads corresponding to the current inner

sequence to the inner pads one layer up are established based on the calculation results. Figure

15 shows the results of establishing the aforementioned routing paths. Connection relationship

nl6 is a detour connection, while the other connection relationships are all direct connections.

In step S5, it is determined whether the longest common subsequences of all the inner

sequences and the outer sequence have been calculated. Since the longest common subsequences

of the two inner sequences and the outer sequence have been calculated, the process goes to step

S6.

In step S6, the routing paths of the inner pads and outer pads are established. The

completed routing results are as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 16 shows a device used for realizing the routing method for a flip-chip package in

an application example of the present invention. As shown in Figure 16, said device 1600

includes an order arranging unit 1610, a calculation unit 1620, and a routing unit 1630. Said

order arranging unit 1610 is used to arrange the several outer pads of a flip chip into an outer

sequence and arrange the several inner pads of said flip chip into several inner sequences. Said

calculation unit 1620 calculates the longest common subsequences of the aforementioned outer

sequence and inner sequences based on the order arrangement results of said order arranging unit

1610. Said routing unit 1630 establishes the routing scheme of the outer pads and inner pads

based on the calculation results of said calculation unit 1620.

Corresponding to the method disclosed in the present invention, said order arranging unit

1610 sets an initial setting based on the several inner pads and outer pads of a flip chip for which

the routing paths are to be determined, and sets an outer sequence and several inner sequences

based on the inner pads and outer pads. Said calculation unit 1620 calculates the weight and

routing cost of each unit in the aforementioned inner sequences and calculates the longest

common subsequences of the inner sequences and the outer sequence based on the

aforementioned calculation results. Said routing unit 1630 establishes the routing paths from the

inner pads corresponding to the inner sequence to the inner pads one layer up based on the



calculation results of calculation unit 1620 and establishes the routing paths of the

aforementioned inner pads and outer pads.

The device shown in Figure 16 can be realized by hardware or by software via hardware.

For example, the aforementioned device can be realized by using a computer executing a

program.

Figure 17 is a diagram illustrating the situation when the virtual pads of the second inner

pad array are established in the first inner pad array. The routing method for flip-chip package

disclosed in this application example is such that the aforementioned virtual pads and the

arrangement order of the aforementioned upper inner pad array satisfy the arrangement order of

the aforementioned outer pad array as much as possible in order to maximize the direct

connection relationships. As shown in Figure 17, the virtual pad B14' of inner pad B14 is located

between inner pads B6 and B7, so that the connection relationship between said inner pad B14

and outer pad D9 becomes a direct connection relationship. Similarly, the virtual pad B 15' of

inner pad B 15 is located between inner pads B 10 and B 11. The virtual pad B16' of inner pad B 16

is located between inner pads B2 and B3. The virtual pad B 13' of inner pad B13 is located

between inner pads B3 and B4. Therefore, the connection relationship between inner pad B 15

and outer pad D13, the connection relationship between inner pad B16 and outer pad D2, and the

connection relationship between inner pad B13 and outer pad D5 all become direct connection

relationships.

Figure 18 is a diagram illustrating the situation when the virtual pads of the pads that are

detour connected in the first inner pad array are established in the aforementioned first inner pad

array. As shown in Figure 18, the virtual pad B9' of inner pad B9 is established between inner

pad B3 and said virtual pad B 16' so that the connection relationship between said virtual pad B9'

and said outer pad D2 becomes a direct connection.

Then, a virtual ring is established between the first inner pad array and the second inner

pad array. Figure 19 shows the established virtual ring. The aforementioned virtual ring has the

virtual pads B14', B15', B16', B13', B9' on the aforementioned first inner pad array, pad B9 that

is detour connected, and the pads B13-B 6 on the second inner pad array. As shown in Figure

9, five chords can be established on the aforementioned virtual ring based on the connection

relationships between the aforementioned pads on the aforementioned virtual ring.



In step S4, the chords on the virtual ring are established based on the algorithm of

maximum planar subset of chords and the connection relationships between the pads on the

aforementioned virtual ring in order to define the connection relationships corresponding to the

aforementioned chords as direct connections and define the connection relationship not

corresponding to the chords as detour connections. The routing method for flip-chip package

disclosed in this application example uses the algorithm of maximum planar subset of chords to

find the most chords that can coexist without crossing with each other on the virtual ring. The

calculation of the algorithm of maximum planar subset of chords can be carried out based on any

currently known algorithm or any other algorithm. Those skilled in this field can easily obtain

the calculation method of the algorithm of maximum planar subset of chords.

As shown in Figure 20, according to the algorithm of maximum planar subset of chords,

a total of four chords between pad B13 and its virtual pad B13', pad B14 and its virtual pad B 14',

pad B 15 and its virtual pad B 15', and pad B 16 and its virtual B 16' can coexist on the

aforementioned virtual ring. The corresponding connection relationships are direct connections.

The connection relationship between pad B9 and its virtual pad B9' is defined as a detour

connection. Then, the aforementioned first inner pad array is set as the current inner pad array.

In step S5, it is determined whether the connection relationships between all of the inner

pad arrays have been defined. Since the connection relationships between the first inner pad

array and the second inner pad array have been established, the process goes to step S6.

In step S6, the routing paths of the aforementioned inner pads and outer pads are

established. Based on the routing paths shown in Figure 21, the routing of flip chip 300 is

completed, and the result is as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 22 is a diagram illustrating the device for realizing the routing method for the flip-

chip package disclosed in an application example of the present invention. As shown in Figure

22, said device 1700 includes an order arranging unit 1710, a calculation unit 1720, and a routing

unit 1730. Said order arranging unit 1710 arranges several outer pads and inner pads into several

pad arrays. Said calculation unit 1720 defines the connection relationships between the outer

pads and the inner pads based on the routing result of routing unit 1730 and the algorithm of

maximum planar subset of chords and provides the calculation results to routing unit 1730 in

order to establish the routing paths of the outer pads and the inner pads. Said routing unit 1730

establishes a virtual ring based on the arrangement results of said order arranging unit and



establishes the routing paths of the aforementioned outer pads and inner pads sequentially from

the innermost pad array based on the calculation result of said calculation unit 1720 so that the

detour connection needed for routing paths between each pad array and the pad array one layer

above is minimized.

Corresponding to the method disclosed in the present invention, said order arranging unit

1710 performs initial setting based on the several inner pads and outer pads of the flip chip for

which the routing paths are to be determined and sets an outer pad array and several inner pad

arrays based on the aforementioned inner pads and outer pads. With respect to individual inner

pad array, said routing unit 1730 establishes the virtual pads of the aforementioned inner pad

array in the inner pad array one layer above, establishes the virtual pads of the pads that are

detour connected in the aforementioned upper inner pad array in the upper inner pad, and

establishes a virtual ring based on the aforementioned inner pad array and the pad array one layer

above. Also, said routing unit 1730 establishes the routing paths of the inner pads and the outer

pads. Said calculation unit 1720 establishes the chords on the virtual ring based on the algorithm

of maximum planar subset of chords and the connection relationships between the pads on the

aforementioned virtual ring in order to define the connection relationships corresponding to the

aforementioned chords as direct connections and to define the connection relationship not

corresponding to the chords as detour connections.

The device shown in Figure 22 can be realized in a hardware form or by using software

realized by hardware. For example, to sum up, the routing method for a flip-chip package and the

device used for realizing this method disclosed in the present invention sets the arrangement

order of several outer pads of a chip into an outer pad array and sets the arrangement order of

several inner pads of the aforementioned chip into several inner pad arrays. Then, the connection

relationships between the inner pad arrays are established by using the algorithm of maximum

planar subset of chords in order to minimize the detour connections needed. Since the algorithm

of maximum planar subset of chords can carry out calculation using the dynamic programming

method within the polynomial time, the routing method for a flip-chip package provided by the

present invention can significantly reduce the operation time needed. Also, since the routing

traces between each pad array and the pad array one layer above only need a minimum detour

connection, the objective of reducing the routing length required can be achieved.



In summary, the routing method and device for a flip-chip package disclosed in the

present invention sets the arrangement order of several outer pads of a chip into an outer

sequence and sets the arrangement orders of the several inner pads of the chip into several inner

sequences. Then, the longest common subsequence algorithm is used to calculate the longest

common subsequence between each inner sequence and the outer sequence in order to define the

connection relationship between each outer pad and its corresponding inner pad based on the

aforementioned longest common subsequence. Since the longest common subsequence can be

calculated by the dynamic programming method within polynomial time, the routing method for

a flip-chip package disclosed in the present invention can significantly shorten the computation

time. In addition, since the routing method and device for a flip-chip package disclosed in the

present invention are used to find the routing scheme with the minimum number of detour

connections, it is possible to reduce the routing length needed.

The technical content and characteristics of the present invention have been described

above. However, those skilled in this field can still make substitutions and modifications without

departing from the gist of the present invention. The protection scope of the present invention is

not limited to the application examples but should also include the aforementioned substitutions

and modifications that do not depart from the gist of the present invention. The protection scope

is covered by the claims.



What is claimed is:

1. A routing method for a flip-chip package, wherein the aforementioned flip chip

includes several outer pads and several inner pads, characterized by the fact that the

aforementioned routing method includes the following steps:

setting an outer sequence based on the arrangement order of the aforementioned outer

pads;

setting several inner sequences based on the connection relationships between the

aforementioned inner pads and the aforementioned outer pads;

calculating the longest common subsequence of each inner sequence and the

aforementioned outer sequence, defining the connection relationships between the

aforementioned inner pads and the aforementioned outer pads corresponding to the longest

common subsequence as direct connections, and defining the connection relationships between

the aforementioned inner pads and the aforementioned outer pads that do not correspond to the

aforementioned longest common subsequence as detour connections;

establishing the routing scheme of the aforementioned flip chip based on the connection

relationships between the aforementioned inner pads and the aforementioned outer pads.

2. The routing method described in Claim 1, characterized by the fact that the

arrangement orders of the aforementioned outer pads and inner pads are such that several pad

rings are formed on the aforementioned flip chip.

3. The routing method described in Claim 2, characterized by the fact that the

aforementioned outer sequence and inner sequences are obtained by cutting the aforementioned

pad rings with a cutting line.

4. The routing method described in Claim 3, characterized by the fact that if there is no

cutting line that does not cross over connection relationships, the head/tail units of the

aforementioned outer sequence are duplicated to the head/tail part of the aforementioned outer

sequence.



5. The routing method described in Claim 1, characterized by the fact that if the

arrangement order of the aforementioned outer sequence forms several outer sequences, the

aforementioned outer sequences are combined.

6. The routing method described in Claim 5, characterized by the fact that the

aforementioned outer sequences are combined by using virtual pads to represent the possible

arrangement orders of the aforementioned outer pads, and the aforementioned virtual pads

represent the possible routing paths of their corresponding outer pads.

7. The routing method described in Claim 1, characterized by the fact that if there is a

connection relationship that connects three or more pads, a virtual inner pad will be generated so

that each connection relationship only connects two pads.

8. The routing method described in Claim 1, characterized by the following facts: the

aforementioned longest common subsequence is calculated in consideration of the weight of

each unit in the aforementioned inner sequences; a unit with a higher weight will be given a

direct connection relationship of higher priority; the aforementioned weight corresponds to the

number of detour connections of the connection relationship corresponding to each unit.

9. The routing method described in Claim 1, characterized by the following facts: the

aforementioned longest common subsequence is calculated in consideration of the routing cost of

each unit in the aforementioned inner sequences; a unit with a lower routing cost will be given a

direct connection relationship of higher priority; the aforementioned routing cost refers to the

extra detour length needed for the other connection relationships that adopt detour connection

relationships, if the connection relationship corresponding to a unit is a direct connection

relationship.

10. The routing method described in Claim 1, characterized by the fact that the steps of

the aforementioned established routing scheme for the flip chip are to sequentially establish the

routing scheme of the aforementioned flip chip starting from the innermost pads toward the pads



of the outer layers based on the connection relationships of the aforementioned inner pads and

outer pads until completing the routing scheme of the aforementioned inner pads and outer pads.

11. The routing method described in Claim 1, characterized by the fact that the

aforementioned outer pads are the driver pads of the aforementioned flip chip.

12. The routing method described in Claim 1, characterized by the fact that the

aforementioned inner pads are the bump pads of the aforementioned flip chip.

13. A device used for establishing a routing method for a flip chip, wherein the

aforementioned flip chip includes several outer pads and several inner pads, characterized by the

fact that the aforementioned device includes

an order arranging unit that arranges the aforementioned outer pads into an outer

sequence and the aforementioned inner pads into several inner sequences;

a calculation unit that calculates the longest common subsequence of the aforementioned

outer sequence and inner sequences based on the order arrangement results of the

aforementioned order arranging unit; and

a routing unit that establishes the routing scheme of the aforementioned outer pads and

inner pads based on the calculation results of the aforementioned calculation unit.

14. The device described in Claim 13, characterized by the following facts: the

aforementioned order arranging unit sets an initial setting based on the several inner pads and

outer pads of the flip chip for which the routing paths are to be determined, and sets an outer

sequence and several inner sequences based on the aforementioned inner pads and outer pads;

the aforementioned calculation unit calculates the weight and the routing cost of each unit in the

aforementioned inner sequences and calculates the longest common subsequences of the

aforementioned inner sequences and outer sequence based on the aforementioned calculation

results; the aforementioned routing unit establishes the routing paths of the inner pads in the

inner sequences to the inner pads one layer up based on the calculation results of the

aforementioned calculation unit and establishes the routing paths of the aforementioned inner

pads and outer pads.



15. The device described in Claim 13, characterized by the fact that the aforementioned

order arranging unit sets the aforementioned outer sequence based on the arrangement order of

the aforementioned outer pads.

16. The device described in Claim 13, characterized by the fact that the aforementioned

order arranging unit sets the aforementioned inner sequences based on the arrangement orders of

the aforementioned inner pads.

17. The device described in Claim 13, characterized by the following facts: the

aforementioned calculation unit calculates the longest common subsequence in consideration of

the weight of each unit in the aforementioned inner sequences; a unit with a higher weight will

be given a direct connection relationship of higher priority; the aforementioned weight

corresponds to the number of detour connections of the connection relationship corresponding to

each unit.

18. The device described in Claim 13, characterized by the following facts: the

aforementioned calculation unit calculates the longest common subsequence in consideration of

the routing cost of each unit in the aforementioned inner sequences; a unit with a lower routing

cost will be given a direct connection relationship of higher priority; the aforementioned routing

cost refers to the extra detour length needed for the other connection relationships that adopt

detour connection relationships, if the connection relationship corresponding to a unit is a direct

connection relationship.

19. The device described in Claim 13, characterized by the fact that the aforementioned

routing unit selects the connection relationships between the aforementioned inner pads and

outer pads corresponding to the aforementioned longest common subsequence as direct

connections and selects the connection relationships between the inner pads and outer pads that

do not correspond to the aforementioned longest common subsequence as detour connections.

20. The device described in Claim 13, characterized by the fact that the aforementioned

outer pads are the driver pads of the flip chip.



21. The device described in Claim 13, characterized by the fact that the aforementioned

inner pads are the bump pads of the flip chip.

22. A routing method for a flip-chip package, wherein the aforementioned flip chip

includes several outer pads and several inner pads, characterized by the fact that the

aforementioned routing method includes the following steps:

setting several pad arrays based on the arrangement orders of the aforementioned outer

pads and inner pads; and

establishing the routing path sequentially from the innermost pad array toward the outer

pad arrays and selecting a routing path that can provide the most direct connections between

each pad array and the pad array on top of it.

23. The routing method described in Claim 22, the step of establishing the routing path

further includes the following steps:

setting the innermost pad array as the current pad array;

establishing the virtual pads of the current pad array in the pad array on the current pad

array; establishing the virtual pads of the pads that are detour connected in the aforementioned

pad array on the current pad array and establishing a virtual ring based on the current pad array

and the pad array on top of it;

establishing the chords on the aforementioned virtual ring based on the algorithm of

maximum planar subset of chords and the connection relationships between the pads on the

aforementioned virtual ring in order to define the connection relationships corresponding to the

aforementioned chords as direct connections and define the connection relationship not

corresponding to the chords as detour connections; and

if definition of the connection relationships between the outer pads and the inner pads is

not completed, setting the pad array on the current pad array as the current pad array and

repeating the aforementioned steps of establishing the virtual ring and defining the connection

relationships.



24. The routing method described in Claim 22, characterized by the fact that the

arrangement order of the aforementioned outer pads and the inner pads is such that several pad

rings are formed on the aforementioned flip chip.

25. The routing method described in Claim 23, characterized by the fact that the

aforementioned pad array is obtained by cutting the aforementioned pad ring with a cutting line

and expanding the cut pad ring.

26. The routing method described in Claim 24, characterized by the fact that if there is no

cutting line that does not cross connection relationships, the head/tail units of the outer pad array

correspond to the aforementioned outer pads to the head/tail sections of the aforementioned outer

pad array.

27. The routing method described in Claim 22, characterized by the fact that if the

arrangement order of the aforementioned outer pads forms several outer pad arrays, the

aforementioned outer pad arrays are combined.

28. The routing method described in Claim 26, characterized by the fact that the

aforementioned combination process uses virtual pads to represent the possible arrangement

order of the aforementioned outer pads, and the aforementioned virtual pads represent the

possible routing paths of their corresponding outer pads.

29. The routing method described in Claim 22, characterized by the fact that if there is a

connection relationship that connects three or more pads, virtual inner pads are generated so that

each connection relationship only connects two pads.

30. A routing device for flip-chip package, wherein the aforementioned flip chip includes

several outer pads and several inner pads, characterized by the fact that the aforementioned

device includes the following:

an order arranging unit that arranges the aforementioned outer pads and inner pads into

several pad arrays; and



a routing unit that establishes the routing paths of the aforementioned outer pads and

inner pads sequentially from the innermost pad array toward the outer pad arrays based on the

order arrangement result of the aforementioned order arranging unit so that the detour connection

needed for the routing paths between each pad array and the pad array one layer above is

minimized.

31. The device described in Claim 30, characterized by the fact that the device further

includes

a calculation unit that defines the connection relationships between the aforementioned

outer pads and the inner pads based on the routing results of the aforementioned routing unit and

the algorithm of maximum planar subset of chords and provides the calculation results to the

aforementioned routing unit in order to establish the routing paths of the aforementioned outer

pads and inner pads.

32. The device described in Claim 30, characterized by the fact that the aforementioned

order arranging unit sets the aforementioned pad arrays based on the arrangement orders of the

aforementioned outer pads and inner pads.

33. The device described in Claim 30, characterized by the fact that the aforementioned

outer pads are the driving pads of the aforementioned flip chip.

34. The device described in Claim 30, characterized by the fact that the aforementioned

inner pads are the solder ball pads of the aforementioned flip chip.
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